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Engel iFold Duct Coil Line
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ENGEL Europa I-Fold Duct Coil Line offers most of the functionality of a conventional coil line with the advantage of
a vastly reduced 3M x 2M floor space. The I-Fold gives the Operator the ability to use standard coil widths in
multiple gauges up to 1.6mm and manufacturing ductwork to any sizes from a minimum of 120mm x 120mm.
This machine gives the operator the ability to use standard coil line widths in multiple gauges up to 1.6mm and
manufacturing ductwork to any sizes from a minimum of 120mm x 120mm, the machine will produce flat sheet, “I”
Shape, “U” Shape and fully wrapped duct. It’s fully hydraulic system is controlled by the Auto fold V8 control system
specifically designed for the machine, input is through a dedicated touch screen controller using windows CE
platform running the Auto fold Standard Program. Ductwork is produced at an average rate of 1 duct per 20
seconds, depending on the duct size; the I-Fold retains the same production rate of the bigger Auto fold Machines.
Installation of the I-Fold can be done by the customer as the machine is shipped complete and requires only one 3
phase power supply, (no air is required).
SPECIFICATIONS
Model:

Sheet Width:

Maximum
Thickness:

Speed:

Length:

Width:

Height:

ifold_engel

1500mm

1.6mm

1 Duct/20Sec

2000mm

3000mm

1500mm
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All capacities are based on the use of Rollforming quality Mild Steel. All specifications, dimensions and weights are approximate and are to be
used as a guide. Colours may vary. W. Neal Services Ltd reserves the right to alter any specifications. E&OE.

